Mossy fiber sprouting as a potential therapeutic target for epilepsy.
Hippocampal mossy fibers, axons of dentate granule cells, converge in the dentate hilus and run through a narrow area called the stratum lucidum to synapse with hilar and CA3 neurons. In the hippocampal formation of temporal lobe epilepsy patients, however, this stereotyped pattern of projection is often collapsed; the mossy fibers branch out of the dentate hilus and abnormally innervate the dentate inner molecular layer, a phenomenon that is termed mossy fiber sprouting. Experimental studies have replicated this sprouting in animal models of temporal lobe epilepsy, including kindling and pharmacological treatment with convulsants. Because these axon collaterals form recurrent excitatory inputs into dendrites of granule cells, the circuit reorganization is assumed to cause epileptiform activity in the hippocampus, whereas some recent studies indicate that the sprouting is not necessarily associated with early-life seizures. Here we review the mechanisms of mossy fiber sprouting and consider its potential contribution to epileptogenesis. Based on recent findings, we propose that the sprouting can be regarded as a result of disruption of the molecular mechanisms underlying the axon guidance. We finally focus on the possibility that prevention of the abnormal sprouting might be a new strategy for medical treatment with temporal lobe epilepsy.